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the month of August 3.869 Grant committed himself definitely to
tlie radicals an the Mississippi question.

"Even before Congress

net on i^eoembor 6, the Radical battle had been decisively won*"7
nevertheless the chief ^ecutive continued to cherish certain
quite well narked ideas shout reconstruction, and "in respect to
tbs process of reconstruction, the president’s Ideas were more
clear and well-informed than upon perhaps any other issue of the
day,*®
The following March 16, 1370, Grant mode another gesture
toward amnesty of the disqualified Confederates,

"To hie Cabinet

he read a draft -message whieh proposed sending to Congress with
the proclamation announcing the adoption of the fifteenth amend
ment, and which reeomonded a general amnesty and pardon to all
former Confederates.*®

The word pardon was objected to, but

they all agreed that amnesty should be extended to everyone who
by some affirmative act should declare himself ready to accept
it end to agree thereafter to abide by the laws*

The radicals

were soon again at work and through their influence the message
was never sent and amnesty was definltsly postponed.
clear that

It was

rant’s southern policy was not In accord with that

of Sumner and other radical Congressional leaders,
7Allan Kevins, HawIT^bn '-’i s W Tnh'er Ifist. of the Grant Ajff.,
pp« 292-235.
^naming, ifttgagjm&ga*
%?evine, os, elt,, p, 895.
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states*

they planned restoration of the Whites to power* leaving

each state to work out its provisos under the Federal laws al
ready in fores*

It was becoming apparent that publie opinion

would no longer support the exclusion of Confederates from office
holding, and the removal of their disabilities was now openly
advocated*

This moderate viewpoint was met by the radical claims

that the south m s still rebellious and would again enslave the
negro at the first opportunity*

For selfish partisan purposes a

certain faction of Republicans s o a t t to continue the control of
the black vote*

Others hoped to see mere punlehnent and Immil-

iation inflicted upon the southern whites*
future reconstruction legislation m s to be directed along
these lines*

the pel: t i e d disabilities of the Confederates were

to be removed* but the colored race was to be accorded greater
social rights under the guise of civil rights legislation*

3

CHAPTER 2.

tei civil

act is mmanma

The first Civil Bights bill had been made a law by the set
of Conroec April 9, 1366*

This set m d o the colored rase

eitisena of the United states, “and gave the® the right to en
force contrasts, to sue, be parties, and give evidence, to in
herit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real and personal
property, and to fall and equal benefit of all laws and proceed
ings frees the security of person and property,"*

These right#

t

of citisenship were further gruaranteed to the colored race by
section one of the fourteenth article of the Amendments to the
Constitution of the United States, Which states that, ’’All persons
bora or naturalised in the United States, and subject to the Ju
risdiction thereof, are oitisens of the United States and of the
State wherein they reside,"

Thus constitutionally and legally

the rights of the colored people were now In the seme standing
as that of the white race.
However certain conditions had come about in scat© of the
states that greatly alarmed the over-sealou# radical patriots.
In numerous southern states, restrictive measures were emoted
to cheek the Irresponsible ox-slave, which of necessity greatlycurbed the colored man’s legal end social rights,

To the south

it was plain that in order to prevent the complete degeneration
Ihaclonald,

M * MfiS.*# P* 436.
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and destruction of their social status*

The f r M d m m a t b#

educated gradually in bis now position rather than haw© all
rights thrust upon hist at ones*

this latter theory ; : « e r and

other Radicals would not consent to*
S u m e r and tits civil Rights Bill
The crowning achievement of Sumer*s political blundering
was his attempt to force the Civil Right© act upon the southern
states*

For eight years he clung persistently to this objective.

By legislation he assigned to place the colored can on an equal*
ity with his former m e t e r and thus force the whites to abandon
their leadership*

It was well known such an attempt would

etrlke at the most oherished and sacred heritage of the Southern
whites*

The south resisted and in this resistance they wore

aided by all rational northerners*

S u m e r regarded this opposi

tion only as further proof of the rebellious nature of the south
and he became a a w deterainsd than over to crush out all opposi
tion to his plans*

*lt must be admitted Senator S u m e r had -«ore

than political Interests in the negro*

He was obaeeced with the

almost fanatical notion timt through proper legislation the negro
ceuld.be made the Hiitee* equal* politically and socially*

this

was coupled with a fanatical hatred of the old slave masters of
the south wheat he desired to humiliate*
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Enuring the first session of Sr&nt *« sdioin1stration the
Civil Flights hill remained a cherished Idea In Stumer *s brain#
but in the second session, Su»er, by unanimous consent# obtained
leave to Introduce a bill (S* 3o# 016) aupplaaentary to the one
of April 0# 1366,
Cowsittee,

It m s read twio® by title and referred to the

In so doing# Subsist stated hie grounds for supporting

the bill* *X move the reference of the bill to the eeuuittee on
the Judiciary and will add just one word; that as appears by its
title it is supplementary to what is known fsmillarily as the
civil rights act; and It proposes to secure- equal rights in rail*
roads# steamboats, public conveyances# hotels, licensed theaters#
houses of public entortalzaaont# eoonon schools# and institutions
of learning authorised by law# church Institutions, and eenetery
associations incorporated by national or state authority; also
on juries in courts# national and state**3

After tbs m t i o n to

refer the bill m s agreed to, Suonor added# "I know nothing fur
ther to be done In the- m y of legislation for the security of
equal rights in this Republic,*4
the Cooraittee of the Judiciary consisted of sis Republican
end one Democrat member#

truubull# a m©derate Republican, acted

as- the ohairwen of the committee# and in July of the same year,
he reported to the Senate and asked that tbs Comities be die*
charged from further consideration of (S* 9e« 916) end moved its
Scodg, Globe, 41si Congress,"BnS'eessioa, p» 3434,
4 lbid,

of asiondteaotitft to tb» Coaaiitattlon of the VnXtod

On

obllitios is&oaed 1yy th» th •s«i sootion of tho fourteenth ftftiolo

530) ft bill to consider tho r o n m l of logoi and political dl«*

ttMN* wan brangbi ftm fcho I*mm£tt,w on D U m M l i t l ® # (SUfU Ho*
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in that spirit I shall ask tbs Senate to adopt as an amendment
in the form of additional sections what is already known in this
Chamber as the supplementary civil rights bill*'’7
The method of procedure was clear out.

Amnesty had been en

dorsed by the people and the President, both Chambers wore com
mitted to the passage of It, and should Sumner be able to attach
the supplementary Civil Eights bill to the Amnesty measure it
must also pass or neither would succeed.

Sumner was aware of the

opposition to his measures in both chambers but felt that he
could get a sufficient vote to achieve his ends.

His profes

sions of unselfishness and justice to a suppressed people made
such an Impression that the more selfish motives of Sumner were
obscured*

Wisely enough, he made no objection to the removal of

disabilities from the Confederates, but concentrated his efforts
on the equal rights measure.
Sumer's supplementary Civil Rights bill met s t e m resistance
in the Senate from its very beginning.

The first attack upon the

measure was led by Senator Thurman, Democrat from Ohio.

In the

previous session of Congress, the Vice-President had made a de
cision that an amendment requiring a majority vote,, only, could
not be attached to an original bill that required a two-thirds
majority to pass.

Thurman now arose and stated: "I therefore make

the point of order that the measure offered by the Senator from
Massachusetts, being a measure, Which if It stood by itself, could
be passed by a majority vote of the Senate, cannot be offered, as
7Cong. Globe, 42nd” Cong., 2nti ses~s7,"np • 240.

4*
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Commit toe of the Ha@le* the w m bars convened as In the Senate,
and this gave Sumner a now opportunity to attach his amendment*
When moving to do so the Senator makes this declarations "If ray
amendment is adopted I shall vote for this bill (amnesty}; if
it be rejected* I shall vote against the bill* » # * & measure
that seek® to benefit only the former rebels and neglects the
colored race does not deserve success. « * * Gladly would I reach
out the olive branch, but 1 know no way in which that can be don©
unless you begin by justice to the colored race.**13- Ho decision
could now be reached and the proposals were held over until after
the holidays.
On January 15, 1372, Sterner, with a well prepared speech,
opened the debate on the Civil Right® bill*

For two days he laid

before the Senate testlieny to show the "absolute necessity of
Congressional legislation for the protection of equal r i g h t s . 8
By the reading of excerpts fro® papers, letters from colored
people, and extracts of resolutions, Sumner tried to convince
the senators of the necessity of the measure.
arguments continued.

For two week® the

Sumner, Edmonds, lye, Morton, and Corbeling

led the affirmative, while ffeurman, Bayard, Davie, (Ky.), Xoaaocr&tsj frumbull and MkNrrlU. (Me.), liberals led the opposition#
Sumner argued that his amendment was needed because, first
by the Declaration of Independence, we pledged ourselves to the
13-Cong. Globe, 42rkT Cong7,.’£bd.®ess'*7 P* 273.
12Ibid.. pp. 332-586.
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great truth that all men are equal in right®*

Second, equality

in right® 1# not only the first of right®, It 1® an axiom of
political truth#

Third, the older Civil Bight® law 1® above

question, and this one is necessary for the others1 perfection*
In answer to the contention by the opposition that the colored
race have equality by separate accommodation, Sumner maintained
a substitute can never take the place of equality, we must so
perfect our laws that companies will find it impossible to dis
criminate against the colored race; anything created or regulated
by law are legal Institutions, and m e t be opened equally to all
without distinction of color.13

Senator Hye of levada expressed

the demagogic viewpoint when he stated that if the bill is uncon
stitutional let us add another amendment and make it constitu
tional, but he continues, *Xt is constitutional; it is its life;
it is its soul; It is its breathing part, that it gives protec
tion to every citizen.”14
The opposition pointed out that the Civil Bights bill was
plainly unconstitutional, Thurman argued that a man* s life,
liberty or property does not depend on going into theaters, inns
and so forth, and the whole scheme was Federal interference with
States rights#

The colored race has now the enjoyment of all

civil rights, and rights stipulated, in the bill are only social
rights.

It is inconsistent to give equality to the negro and

13Cong. Globe,
382-383.
14 Ibid., p, 435.

pp. 841-245, 273,
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not to the whites*

the general opinion momm to be that the

attaetea&ot of the mmsfmmt was undesirable because it would
destroy the swnesty

m m u m

*

Somber Bill from Georgia oppose#!

the act because nsstar mar existing l a m and Constitution legal
corporations can sake their own regulations about the segrega
tion of rases*

The provisions m&d& by th» inn-keeper* reilroade*

public eoboals and churches few the separate eee<tti»odatian of
White* aaaft negroes but of equal qualityt is not a denial of
civil rights*
At tines the debates reached the level of personal abuse,
and the exposal of the extremely selfish partisan retire* enter
tained by B&m of the Senator# on this question*

Senator Sill

from Ossetia charged that this iseasur© was used in the councils
of the country to frighten senators end ispresentatives# end that
"he <Sumner) has not yet succeeded in convincing the great xmm
of rainde* * • «that these views of M s are practise! or that they
arc absolutely necessary*wis

Thurman pointed out that the ques

tion was brought forth as another political play# "it ha® cos®
to be the cueton* 1 a® inclined to think# for the Senator from
Indiana (Horton), at the beginning of each .political campaign#
to laate® a speech Which the lessor lights of the Republican party
and the Republican press generally regard as the key-note of that
eaapelgn#* * * *and I only regret that in all toe years that he
has been studying this music he ha# fowad no new feme# nor oven
1Cv-o®il* Glebs# 4^sSrl S ^ ^ i ,v1fciSf sesi*'#’ P«
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a single now note, • . . it ia the same old horrors of the rebel
lion; It ia the ©am© old wickedness of th© instigators of that
rebellion; it is the earn© old terrible suffering that that rebel
lion entailed on the country; and it ia the same frightful array
of ghosts found nowhere except in the Senator’s imagination of
what is to result to this country should the Democratic party
ever get into power.wl<3
Senator ilorrill of Maine further exposed many of Sumner’s
methods and motives in handling this measure*

He explained first

that the senator brought up the bill over the unanimous opposi
tion of the Committee of the Judiciary who opposed it on the
ground that there was no authority in the Constitution to pass
it*

furthermore, he said* "He read for a whole day, during an

entire session of the Senate, letters from all parts of the
country from colored people to show what? * * * to make an im
pression upon certain senators in certain parts of this country
who have a colored constituency; to apply the lash to senators
here; instead of convincing their Judgment to menace them with a
new power that the honorable senator tells you in dosing has
sprung up in the country.
Sensing defeat for the measure. Carpenter from Wisconsin
offered a substitute for Sumner’s bill; it was much shorter and
leas drastic in its intent*

This, too, the minority prevented

lcCong. Globe, 42nd"Cong#, &n& sees., p. 526*
17Ibid.* p* 750.

from succeeding#

Zvm&r closed tha debate by saying* *fbe measure of equal
right# is of priceless value, ©specially as compared with the
amnesty*

language fail® to duplet its vastness*

Only through

equal rights eon recone illation and Justice throughout the land
ho established.

How petty and »*an la the other by the aide of

this Infinite good*
After the clause shout churches was struck out, the amend
ment was brought to a vote which resulted in a tie, m

to 83#

The Vice-President oomlttsd to radical principles oast his vote
for the affirmative and Samar's Civil Eights amendment was
attaehed to tbs amnesty bill**9

The sata© day this was attached,

the question was taken on the passage of the amnesty bill with
Civil Rights amendment*

A two-thirds vote was required for its

passage and the vote was yeas, 33, nays, 19, and the measure was
rejected*®®

The northern radicals sad Black Republicans bad

missed their objective by a narrow margin of votes*

As upon pre

vious occasions Trumbull# Tipton, began, Morrill of Bains and
Scott, all liberals, as well as several Conservative Republicans
from the South, voted with the Democrats to prevent its passage*
in early lay (H*R* So* 1060), another bill for the removal
of legal end political disabilities was brought before the Senate
13Cong* Globe, 42n$r’Cong#
l % M d .« p« 399*

m r

*, P* 9801*

'fintf ‘sess*rp* 375*
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and woo acain taken up in th© Committee of the % o l e , 21
Gunner moved to attach hie Civil Right© supplement*
neat presented thie time was

At one©

The aiaend-

or© moderate In tone, omitting the

clause on churches end private inetitutlone established for
whites only*

The fine end punishment for noneompllane* was to

be less severe*

-action six was omitted entirely*

Sine# the Bouse could not be Induced to give the Civil
Eights bill consideration* Sumner resolved to foree the lower
chamber to commit itself*

He* hi self* explained his plan*

saying! *1 propose to wets to- strike out all after the enacting
clause and insert what is generally known as the Civil Rights
bill* being the bill on Which the Senate has already voted
several times* and which, as is known, Is now pending in the
other House, but owing to the rules of the ikmse, no decision
upon It there has yet been readied,* • . *1 do this, sir; In*
tending to follow it up by a second motion to strike out the
enacting clause, which requires a two*thirds vote, and insert
the ordinary emoting clause; and then, In the third place, to
strike out the title and to Insert the title of the Civil Rights
bill*

X do this as a practical way of giving to our friend* in

the other Bouse an opportunity of acting cm the Civil Bights bill
when they shall be on an equality with those in thie ehrc&er who
are in favor of Amnesty**8®

The substitute measure was defeated

^icong* Globe, 48ol SengJn^SiS’"sees*'p# 3101«
og
Ibid*, pp, 3251-3S63.
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The House* bill was dropped end a Sonata bill no* 99 an
Civil Bight# taken instead and passed by a vote of S3 to 14*86
Bo Ropublleans voted with the Democrat# to oppose it*
Ianodiately afterwards the amnesty
(H*R* Bo* 2701 ji*

aasuro m s considered*

Sua nor had bean apprised of the trick* and

hurried to the Senate floor* but arrived too late to prevent the
amnesty from coming to vote*

Els disappointment in what had been

done m s k m m end lie declared: ”2 understand that in ay absence
and without any notice to me from any smarter* the Senate had
adopted an emasculated Civil Eights bill* with two essential
safeguards want in * concerning the soaron schools* and the other
concerning Jury service* * * *Make# I entreat you the declaration
of independence in its principles and promises a living letter;
make it a practical reality#*86

He moved to attach Isis Civil

Eights bill to the e m e s t y act* but his supporters were absent
and It failed 29 to IS*87
Conkling sought to console his- chisf by pointing out that
this bill was better than m m
Jected altogether*

at all# and wight have been re*

'ho defeated senator would not be consoled

and angrily saids *Slr# 2 sound the cry*

The rights of the

colored race hare been sacrificed in this chamber m e r e the He*
publican party has a large majority* * * *Let it go forth that
^Cong* Globe* 42ndrT-ong*# tend sees* p* 3736*
^ X b l d *. pp* 3737-3733*
2 7 -bid.
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Tim House discission of the civil right* bill divides it*
©slf into two distinct periods) tbs first eating during tbs
second and tblfd sessions of tbs forty-second Courses, 1871*
1 J75# and the second during tbs first and second session of the
forty-third O M g v m # 1S7S-1878*

in tlic forty-second Congress

two bills on civil rights rand* their appearance in the house#
one a house bill) ths other a donate bill# the latter already
approved by ths upper chamber*

Both aeasurss wore put to a test

vote upon several occasions# but at no tins was there any debate*
£*uring the gas and session of the forty•ascend Congress# the
oivil rights question beoame ths subject of a long and spirited
debate in the Senate# but during that entire period# ths House
regained silent*

it was some ten days after ths Issue had been

dropped in tbs senate that a Civil Eight® bill made its appearanoe upon the House floor*

senator Frye of Heine# at the request

of Hopper# Introduced (B*R* So # 1047) *a bill sup plemental to an
act entitled# »Aa act to protect all citiscns of the United
states in their civil rights# and to furnish tbs means for their
vindication*#* passed April 9, 1066*®®

It was Sossier*® supple

mentary Civil Bights b i n in its entirety*
Tbs Civil Rights bill {&*&# Co* 1647} was not eagerly
received in the House*

February 19, 1878# ths day the bill was

®®Cong* Globe# 4Sn$’Tong •#' '&M..sees •#" p* 1116*
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Introduced it was moved by KLdrldge of Wisconsin to reject the
measure, which failed to carry by a vote of 89 to 116, two-thirds
not agreeing.55
On March 25, it was moved to suspend the rules of the House
to consider this measure.

Only ninety-eight members favored

suspension of the rules while eighty disagreed.

A two-thirds

majority vote, necessary to bring it to immediate consideration,
could not be obtained*54
Then bill Ho* 1647 was brought to a vote again on April 8,
1872, at which time the motion was to order the previous question
on the engrossment and third reading of the bill*

Oldridgo

ordered the yeas and nays and it was decided in the affirmative,
yeas, 78, not voting, 62.55

At this time one republican, in ad

dition to the Democrats, namely, Butler from Tennessee opposed
the measure*

In each instance the bill was disposed of without

debate or amendments by action of the majority party#

Only twice

during this entire period did members of the House express their
opinions of the Civil Rights question.

On Saturday, April 15,

1372, the Speaker pro tempore announced that by order of the
House, the session of the day was for debate only as in the Com
mittee of the Whole.

McHenry seised upon this opportunity to

55Cong* Globe, 48nti "r
&ong* ,'~~2n<d' sess*, p« 1116.
34Ibid., p. 1956.
5SIbld., p. 2260.

m

denounce the bill that had boon ordered endorsed previously*36
hopresentative Harper of B w t h Carolina spoke against the same
3,7

issue cm Say

It ia interesting to note that in each vote# the Civil
.Eight® bill tas favored by a Majority in the House but neverthelea® failed to pass*

the oeeajilen for a vote m m usually brought

in auoh a manner that it required a two-third® mjority vote,
»

which* of course* oould not be obtained*

By abroad parliamentary

procedures the lOEsoerata defeated thia redieal measurer for in
all Instances* but two* tho House split on partisan lines*
one lepublioan voted with the Oanoerats and vie# versa*

One#

the

northern and aid-western states having a large majority of Repobiiean seats* registered the greatest opposition#
After ordering the engrossment no further aetion was taken
by tho House on Civil Eight® until after the passage of such a
bill in the senate* May 22*

Shortly thereafter Maynard moved to

Suspend the rules of the louse to take free* the Speaker's table
(S, Wo* 92} to declare end enforce the- civil right® of the
citizens of the United State®*®5 The vote was yeas 114, nay® 33—
43 not voting* a two-thirds majority not concurring*
On June 7 of the sane session of Congress* it was again
moved to consider Senate bill 99*

&®m baiapering amendment® were

* % 9 W g # Globe, 42nd Cong#* sad eels** Appendix* p* 217*
37Ibid*. Appendix, pp. 369-372*
2VJ
'"Cong* Globe* 42nd Congress* 2nd sees** p* 3232*

*

2&

offered and oft the question to suspend % M rule# to pass the bill
with tho mmm&mmtB the wot® stood ayes, 3C# nays* 7$#*^®
on® did. not wot®#.

Eighty-

Again it did not receive a two-thirds majority

wot®#
hurls® the third session the Civil Rights saasur® earns again
before the House*

It was at the beginning of the third session#

or lame dusk session, whoa Sldridge mowed to lay It {3#B* 8s*
1047) on the table and failed by a wot® of 74 yeas and 113 nays,
M

not voting.40' However the m l m

were at one® suspended and

the bill w m referred to the Cowaittse on Bowls ion of laws of the
felted states, with Benjamin P* Butler as ataaiman*

It w s

in

the evening, of the last day when wash «* seel isnemt* business came
before the House that ionat® bill lo# 99 was also broogbt up*

m a aodifiaation of the

Poland of Vewnont off seed an

bill hawing boon .so instructed by the sol set eewlibee on the
Insurrectionary states#

It was to *«*e«d the first section by

striking out after the words *be fined* the words not less than
1600 nor s»re than #1,000* 41

The vote en the passage of the bill

with amendments disclosed that on a division, there wore ayes 71,
nays 63#

Bosons* of two-thirds not voting in favor thereof the

bill retained its place upon the Speaker's table and died with
the expiration of the forty-second Congress*
®°cong# ©lobe, aflisinS*S£f*Y'IWlSS e T # ' p* 4M$*

#, 3rd sees*, p# 30#
^ X M d , , pp« 9110-9111#
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the last tiiree amendments of the Constitution! and immediate and
complete removal of political disabilities*

Later the sane

year the Democratic-Liberal party likewise took a stand on the
southern question by announcing* ttWe recognise the equality of
all men before the law* and hold that the government in its
dealings with the people should mete out equal and exact justice
to all, of whatever nativity, race, color, or persuasion, reli
gious or p o l i t i c a l . W h a t e v e r interpretation m y be given
these planks as to civil rights it is evident the House members
become very hesitant about committing themselves in the subsequent
vote on the question*

Forty-three failed to vote on civil rights

May 28, and eighty-one on June 7 of the same year.

The Republican

and Democratic vote had dropped off proportionally, and many rep
resentatives no doubt did not care to oppose public opinion just
prior to an election*
The subsequent election in the fall of 1372 was a sweeping Re
publican victory*

The Republican membership in the House increased

to 195, while the Democratic seats reduced to 38.

With this man

date from the people at the polls it might be conjectured civil
rights legislation would be quickly approved in the next session.
The contrary proved to be the foot*

Early in December the House

Civil Rights bill Ho. 1657 was brought up again.

Eldridge moved

48Punnlng, neoonsiruciion/ Political and Economic, p. 196.
4SCong* Record, 43rd Cong., 1st sess., p. 382.
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to lay it oa the table but failed*44
Throughout the course of the civil right* bill in Congress*
President o-jpaud gave it at no time M e official approval even
though he m s at all. tinea in favor of granting equal right a to
the colored race*

In M e first imugural address he heartily

endorsed suffrage for the colored race as it wa© expressed Int
the fifteenth amendment*

Again upon the occasion of the procla

mation of the adoption of the fifteenth aaondaent, March 30,
1870, he supports negro rights by saying# *A measure making four
million voters she vers not eligible to become so is indeed a
measure of grander importance than any other one act of the kind
from tbs foundation of our government to the present day* • • *
To the race more favored heretofore by our laws 1 would say,
wlthold no legal privileges of advancement to the new elfel»©ne,f,4J&
After the enactment ef this saondiasnft the Sxeeutiv© agreed
with the Kadioals that the colored race was still grossly dis
criminated against in the matter of legal and political privi
leges*

H# reeaumsadsdl remedial measures Which were soon granted

in the form ef the supplessentary acts to enforce the fifteenth
amendment*

Now the Kadioals felt sufficiently secure that no fur

ther legislation m e necessary to protect the black vote from
Democratic control* and the President entirely committed to this
policy, busied himself only with the execution of the enforcement
44Cong* Olobe, 4 S M t"M l sees.*' p*"$5-36,
Richardson, A Cor^ilatlcn of the iAessag.es and sapors g£
the President* Vol, iff.

p*
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During the first session of the forty-third Congress, Butler
47
reported (H.R. No. 798) from the Committee on Judiciary*
It
was Sumner*« emasculated Civil Rights bill that had previously
passed the Senate*

This bill vas debated and caused to lie

over until after the holidays when it was again taken up, and
debated for several days.

When the discussions oeased, the bill

was so loaded with amendments that Butler moved to have It re
committed for better study and improvement, January 7, 1874*
Not until the next session, Deoember 16, 1874, did Butler,
by unanimous consent, report back with amendments from the Com
mittee on the Judiciary bill No. 796 to protect all oitlsene in
48
their civil and legal rights*
To properly understand the
attitude of the members of the Rouse at this session. It is
essential to view the results of the previous election*
Republican legislation had fallen in such disrepute that
the voters turned from them in disgust.

One hundred sixty-three

members of the Rouse vers retired from the forty-third Congress
by the voters*

The new Congress would have a ssventy-flvs Demo

cratic majority in the lower chamber, and in the Senate the Re
publicans, though not outnumbered, had lost the two-thirds
majority.

The country had turned against the Radical party for

numerous reasons, and one of the major oaueee was their southern
policy.

Aooordlng to the New York Times, leading Republican

*70ong. Record, 43rd Cong., let sees*, p* 318*
^ X b l d .* 2nd sees., p. 116*

a
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right* was too comprehensive a meas-ure for the states to enforce,
and furthermore the state courts would not permit it* Just ©xo*
cution*
Eldridge said! ”411 weens of any sort provided by law for
tho rodroec of wrongs or the protection of the rights of life,
libertyf or property arc all. equally open and available to the
black ea n . * ®

Such a law the opposition further contended m s

inexpedient mad detrimental to both races*
This the defense denied as being correct* because even though
the colored people may have the same avenues for redress, hostile
courts prevented their proper nee of theta*

Admitting the negro

to be unequal to the White, they contended if given the same
chance he would soon be M s equal*
The

school clause invited the bitterest criticism

especially from southern Democrats and conservative Republicans*
All agreed that this clause would destroy the entire educational
system of the south, and be the cause for violent racial hatred*
Colored aMft&ers pointed ends that the school clause was
harmless, end Butler declared that If tho colored people were
slaves the whites would have no fear of associating with tbaa*
Buckner m m m d up the outcome If thie bill Should pass by
calling its "A bill to create social equality in the lata slave*
holding states, to consolidate the two races in hostility to each
other, and to destroy the public schools**®*
6®3o b s . record, igrg-;’W
J>. 487.

eeee, pV 35a.

*<S *«S0O9

roljola fro® dlMbilitioo, ttaougb It still loft a largo

5G

a BepUblloan liftproBontatlvo fron Tom®, and Bingham from Ohio
stated In the Ouse, the number to ho respectively 15,000 end
80,000*s

Considering these end other estimates It is certain

the iwatibar axeluded from off ice-holding was considerable shove
15,000*

From the test of the provision It Is seen that the

right of voting «aa not denied*
Those excluded from office under the amendraent wore the socalled leaders of the rebels, the worst of offerers*

As ft van

ishment for treason and rebellion this group was selected end
mode an example for others wt*o might attempt to rebel against
the government In the future*

It was also intended that this

provision would prohibit such Confederate leaders as Jefferson
ttavis, Alexander Stephens and others from again taking a seat In
Congress, which they hod held before secession*
The effect of the disqualification was an annoying delimi
tation to msay that were affasted*

it alee had a very distres

sing influence on others of the white aristocracy in the South,
:mny of whom out of sympathy withdrew from political and public
affairs*

as

a result the finest and most capable men of the

South did not take part In the reoonatrnetion of their states,
but left the work to Inferior men*

The whole result was that

southern politics reached on exceedingly low level during the
post-war era, and this condition became very evident to rational
men in the Berth as well as in the South*
3Cong# Globe, 41st''iiong.&r& seas., '
VP* 808-806,
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According to the saiae Motion of the fourteenth amendment,
the disabilities may be m-joved by a two-thirds tote of each
House#

At onoe it become the practice to petition Congress for

removal of the disability in epeclal oases*

Congressmen in both

Chambers were eoon flooded with petit lone# some containing only
one nans# other® many nones# ' This procedure became annoying and
burdensome# and the work of examining and reporting on these
petitions was assigned to Committees.

The senate created the

Committee on the Removal of Political Disabilities with Tboe#
«?• Robertson# South Carolina# Chairman#

Hobart son remained at

the head of this Committee from Its beginning until its dissolu
tion#

in the House the work of examining petitions was likewise

delegated to a committee#
Serious discrepancies merited this method of handling, the
petitions#

It was soon charged that the Whole system was ex

tremely partisan and that amnesty
and refused to Demerats#

m s

granted to the Retniblleans

The remedy for these Irregularities

was sought in the adoption of some universal amnesty act#

In

'.arch# 1360# Brooks# Democratic representative in the House#
stated to that body that he hoped that the Committee of Recon
struction would soon, present a "general bill Which will enable
people# net of one party alone# but of all parties# of the Demo
cratic as well as of the Republican party to be reconstructed—
reconstructed without distinction of party."*

A similar opinion

*Cong. Globe# dlet'^ong#"#'' IsC soss*",' p» 2S9.
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was voiced by Representative Farnsworth, a Republican member from
Illinois, when in the same session of Congress he made this com
ment on a petition* “Nearly all the men whose disabilities have
been removed have thus far been Republicans#

Occasionally there

was a Democrat, of all those in this bill not more than onetwentieth part are Democrats#”5
heai*d#

In the Senate like comments wore

In December 1370, Trumbull, Republican from Illinois

stated* "In Georgia there were elected persons of both political
parties laboring under disabilities# • « .The political disabil
ities of one party were removed, those of the other not#"6
Foreman from West Virginia remarked* "Only one single person in
my State, who cooperates with the Republican party has been re
lieved*"*7

Other similar opinions were expressed but these testi

monials are sufficient to show the partisan factor In this method
of relieving the disqualified#3
In the fortieth Congress 1,451 were amnested and in the
forty-first 3,135#

The Increasing de?mnd for removal of dis

abilities and the partisan tendency In considering them became
the prime motive for the advocacy of a general amnesty law In
Congress#

Trumbull, Bingham and others were early exponents of

6Cong# Globe, 41et Cong., 1st ses's*"," p# 695.
3 Ibid#, 41st Cong#, 3rd sess#, p. 224.
7 Ibid.
3 ibid.
90berholtser, Hist, of the U. S* sinco the Civil War, Vol.
p* 269*
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aries and l&we, to prevent eulte being carried on, either by
Confederate® against a Federal officer or Confederate neighbor,
or vice versa.

The fourth section listed the numerous excep

tions to be made including the following;

those who had taken

an oath to support the Constitution and later took part or
gave aid In the rebellion; feet Point or Haval Academy men; those
having served in the House of Congress, and In Executive depart
ments; those having been foreign representatives, Judicial offi
cers, in secession conventions, governors of rebel states, and
any who mistreated Union prisoners of war, embessled monies, or
were bounty-jumpers.

Properties confiscated during the war, and

cemetery lands taken for burial of Union soldiers were to remain
in the hands of the Federal government.

The bill also provided

to pardon all Union war profiteers, those who carried on illicit
trade with the Confederates, and in general condoned all offenses
connected with the rebellion.
James Beck, Democratic Senator from Kentucky, reported from
the same Committee a minority bill on the removal of disabilities.
He offered it as a substitute for Butler*• measure.

This bill

was very brief, and would remove the disabilities from all but
those who bad been educated at Weet Point or Haval School, been
members of Congress, Cabinet members, foreign representatives,
Judges under the Constitution and later engaged in rebellion and
18
insurrection. Ho other stipulations were contained in the bill.
T-rnr-m-r,.Cong. Globe, 41et Cong., 3rd sees., p. 109.
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Msstesrs of both parties and sCross all sections of the country
strongly objected to tbs Butler bill*

Its sotting m s described

as ancient* m & its elaborate provisions full of legal loopholes*
Tbs almost unanimous opinion eeoraed to be that the bill m s in
tended to pardon all who ©omitted crimes under tbs pretense of
war, and were therefor® subject to conviction end punishment,
Tbs Shorts* bill of senator Beck received tm e h more favor
able comment, although a m » A s r of aestjors stood for full pardon
without exceptions*

The bills end the numerous amendments that

bad been offered were discussed for several days, and finally the
day before the holiday recess* it wac voted 10® to 34 to postpone
the measure*

this bill was not again considered.

©very Bemoerat voting stood for tmediate consideration, of
this question and out of the thirty Republican raeoibere voting
with the Desecrate* thirteen represented the southern states*
fits aeetmre -of the southern states stood two to one. for amnesty
at this tine* and in the border area, a strong majority favored
the bill*

The northern and a M - w e s t e m members registered the

greatest opposition.

In this area the Findleal Influence was

still strong*
From the analysis of the votes cast and the debates it 1®
evident that there was still a strong adherence on the part of
certain Republicans' to the position that the South should be fur
ther punished by disqualifying their so-called leaders, and there
by continue Republican control in southern politics*
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The now forty-e©oond Congress* with an entirely different
party correlation, met March 4, 1371*

At th© previous ©lootion

the Republ leans had oxpertonced a material lose of ©eat© In
Congress*

the Democrat© gained ©oven ©eat© In the Donat© and

forty-two in the House over th© previous Cangrei«s# thus leaving
the Republicans without a two-third© majority in tho lower
chamber.14

It is also a significant fact that amnesty had been

a party issue of the campaign in most of the southern states.
Darly in the first session of th© forty-second Congress*

Senator Beck from Kentucky presented an amnesty bill (H«R« Bo* 6)
which reads as follows *
"Be it enacted— (two-third© of each Bouse concur
ring therein) that all legal and political disabilities
imposed by the third section of the fourteenth article
of amendments to the Constitution of the United States
on persons therein mentioned# because of their having
engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the united
states# or given aid or comfort to the. enemies thereof#
be# and the same arc hereby# removed*"*"
The two prineipal reason* given at this time for urging such
a measure were} first# the work of considering the numerous peti
tions for pardon was getting too burdensome to the Committee on
Political Disabilities) and* secondly* both parties and the
nation expected It*
To grant universal amnesty was not supported by general
opinion at this time* and such a bill could not yet pass in
14S
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15cong* Globe* 42nd Cong** 1st sese.* p.

1372,
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pp*
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Congress*

In view of t;da fact Poland, Republican from Vermont,

proaanted an amendment to Bock’s bill which was to except the
following: Those who had boon members of Congress, officers of
the arts'/ and navy of the United States, and members of abate
conventIona which adopted protended ordinances of secession,
and later took part in the rebellion.113
agreed to by a vote of 122-53.

This amendment was

On March 14, the question of the

passage of the bill was ordered, the yeas were 120, nays 32, not
voting 21.
it*

The bill was lost, two-thirds not voting in favor of

Ho debate took place on this bill*

Again thirty topublicans

and the Democrats favored its passage, and whatever strength the
measure had gained came from the additional Democratic members
in the forty-aeeond Congress*
Opinion on the amnesty question according to the vote had
been completely reversed from that on the bill in the previous
session*

In the border section and southern states, opposition

had almost completely disappeared, In the northeast it was no
ticeably reduced while only in the middle-west did It remain as
before.
This complete reversal of opinion on this question from that
of the previous Congress can b© ascribed to four factors: first,
the northeast registered a decided change of attitude relative to
southern legislation, probably due to Industrial reasons; second,
the forty-two additional Democratic members in the House all
16Cong. Globe, 42nd CongerI’a F ’seSsTT'9* 107*
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favored amnesty| third, in Vlrcinia and north Carolina ilia
Bodies! governments had been terminated, and o noorvativo man
wore aent to Congress* fourth, ssany nan had boon elected and
ro-oloctod on state party platform committed to tho removal of
disabilities*
On# month later, Monday# April 10, 1971, the Speaker of the
Heuas called upon the states and territories for the Introduction
of bills, beginning with the state of Maine*

Mr* Sale from the

latter state introduced a bill (H*B* Ho* 338) for the renewal of
legal and political disabilities*17

In this bill were coshtned

the Ideas of Beck wad Poland, in regard to the renewal of die*
abilities with exceptions for Congroswwm, array and navy officers,
and secession convention delegates*

Xt had, however, a second

section which provided that before being entitled to the benefits
of the act the person exist take an oath of allegiance to the Con*
st1tution of the united States*

The jsembers of the select com

mittee favored this bill, but some of the representatives ob
jected to Its hasty passage*

Without debate on the measure the

question to suspend the rules and pass the bill was ordered and
carried by a vote of 134 to 46, 417 not voting*1®
Sh&s tlae fifty-three republican members voted with the l*aaocrata to pass the act*

The south and the border area registered

17Cong. Globe, 42nd Cong#, 1st sees., pp. 539-661*
Appendix for full text of bill*)
1% o n g * Globe, 42nd Cong* let sees*, p« 562*
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practically m

opposition.

In the north, the opposition hod

diminished to fifteen as against forty In favor of It#

Only

representatives from the middle-west were still reluctant to
pass such a measure#
Ho event# political or legislative had taken place between
this and the previous vote that would account for this change of
opinion#
The Senate failed to act on this bill during the first see*
elan#
the popular clamour for the removal of disabilities under
the fourteenth amendment was gaining momentum rapidly in 1970
and 1971#

This ehonge in public opinion m s

quickly reflected

in the lower House of congrees# bat the less responsive Senate
refused to consider any amnesty bill#
tion presented itself in 1971#

A new angle to the ques

The break in the Had leal party

begun in 1871 over the amnesty# and southern question in Missouri
m s gaining strength and had begun to threaten the old Republican
party#

Greeley also in that year# after a trip through the south

began to expose many unfavorable situations due to B odied legis
lation# which tended to weaken the party#

The radical o and Grant

sensed the possible dangers of a serious party rift# and not
knowing exactly the position of the western states on amnesty#
decided to take a positive stand on this question#
In his third annual message to Congress# tecenbor 4# 1371#
President Grant made this reeomendatlon concerning amnesty s
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"It m y wall be considered whether It is not now
tine that tbs disabilities imposed by tbs fourteenth
snenAeant should be removed* that ouentteent does not
exclude the ballot* but only Imposes the disability to
hold off lees upon certain classes* When the purity of
the ballot Is secure, majorities are to elect officers
reflecting the views of the rajorlty. I do not see
the advantage or propriety of excluding men from office
merely because they were before the rebellion of stand*
ing and character sufficient to be elected to positions
requiring them to take oaths to support the Constitu
tion, and admitting to eligibility those entertaining
precisely the. same views, but of less standing in the
communities* wi8
The Senate almost immediately took up Hale*s amnesty bill
**

passed in the .House during the previous session, and would have
approved it had not Sumner moved to attach M e supplesaentary
Civil HightS AOt to it.®*
Anticipating defeat for tbs Amnesty aeasure under consider
ation in the Senate, the House took up another amnesty bill in
troduced by Hale from Maine, January IS, 19TB*

Promptly, without

debate, the new bill (H*H* Ho* 1060) was passed 171 to SI.81
Eighty-three Republicans now joined with the Bssearmti in passing
this measure.

Compering the vote in the House on the four dif

ferent House amnesty bills, all essentially the same in text, we
find the opposition to decrease in almost the exact nathenatleal
ratio as the strength increased*

In the northeastern section the

^Coag* Olobe, 48nd Cong*, 2nd sees*, p* 240.
^ X b l d *. p* 529.
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resistance had diminished to the ratio of six to one, in the
south and border states It was elmeet negligible.

Only in the

mld-westem states m m there yet any resemblance of opposition.
The changing public opinion on amnesty m s proa^ptly reflec
ted in the lower chafer of Congress, and the increasing danger
of a party rift harried the party leaders into action.

This bill

was also defeated in the Senate toy the attachment of 'u m w ' ®
Civil lights Act,
Following the defeat of (S«lt» Be* 1000} the fkmae Instructed
the Committee on the Judiciary to report an amnesty toll! con
taining the namee of all persona for remval of whoso disabilities
application 'had been made to Congress,

The bill contained about

10,000 names with an — wadi— at of twenty-five additional pages
of names,

Butler, Chairman of the Judiciary Committee reported

the bill, tout in view of the fact it contained so masgr names he
also presented a general amnesty bill {8*1* Be* 2761} on the
recojsoondation of the Cowaittee,

This bill reads

"Be it enacted, * • *(two-thirds of ©ash Souse
concurring therein) That, all legal and political dis
abilities ii^osed by the third section or the four
teenth article of the Constitution of the United States
are hereby removed fro® all persons wheresoever, except
senator© and B epreaeatativea of the 36th and 37th con
gress, officers in the judicial, military and naval
service of tfee United States, beads of Pcasrteffltm fcc, and
fereign ministers of the United states#"®
Senator Co* of Sew fork charged that this bill was perhaps one
of tbs result* of Mr, Q«eeley1* nomination in Chicago,

m ConQ. aiotoc, dlrkf ’W o ^ ^ i i V r'"^^r"is'eic*, f, 3381,

However#
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in the light of previous actions of the House on this question
the statement carried little weight.

At this time the general

opinion in the House was that no amnesty hill would pass the
Senate without a Civil Rights bill#

Whatever opposition there

still was against amnesty in the House had so diminished that
tills bill (H.F. Ho# 2761) was agreed to by such an overwhelming
majority that it was unnecessary to record a vote.2®
This bill was passed by the Senate May 21* or rather after
an all night session in the morning of May 22*
Arguments in the House
Only the first of the five amnesty bills drew any debate
or discussion in the House.

It was during the consideration of

Sutler^ (H.R. Ho. 2523) that arguments were presented pro and
con b

members of the House.

Although at no time did the debates

take on the earnestness of those in the Senate•
All affirmative arguments presented on the amnesty act
were derived from three major premises, namely, public opinion
demands Itf it is expedient* and it will be a benefit to the
Republican party#

That public opinion demands it was based on

the ground that the leading newspapers of the nation and their
editors arc advocating such a measure.

One member stated that

Ball parties in the country, if we are to Judge by the expressions
of public opinion given through the press, desire and deem it to
25Cong. Globe, 42nd Cong., 2nd seas#,' p# 3302.
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be right and proper.1,24
It wee deeded expedient to grant amnesty# because punish
ment of theee nen by legislation w&s frivolous*

'aero wore

more© non and worse rebels not diefroncLIeod, and tao public
safety does not require eontimumeo of dlsfranehlsenent*
The measure might be of party benefit because If not granted
the Liberale end Democrats might unite on this Issue and carry
the next election*
Only a very small number of house members attempted to de
fend the continuance of the disqualifying clauses of the four
teenth nim(t— it»

They# too# drew their arguments from three

premises* namely# first# we must not grant amnesty at this time#
because treason was committed; second# the south is still rebel
lious; and third# it would return to Congress the arch-criminals*
Treason was committed by taking up arms against the Union#
and by disqualifying the so-called leaders not only the south
would be punished but It would serve as a warning to future gen
erations*
Frequent outrages in the south were proof that it was still
rebellious# and many laboring under disabilities were not willing
to accept the situation In good faith and abide by the measures
of reconstruction#

By granting amnesty Congress would be forcing

pardon upon those who had not even asked for it#
The arch-criminals were Jefferson Davis and other ex-confed®%e«g# Clobe# 4lsirr% n g •

Sr& see®*#1p* 110*

@0

orate leaders of influence, and these it was hold would again
bo re-elected to scats in Congress if relieved of their disabil
ities.

A« one member said, the South wanted amnesty to admit

the high priest# of the Donx>cratio party.
kmmiiz.

is

Hie conservative nature and slow response to public opinion
of t!ie

orate was very clearly revealed on the amnesty question.

The day after the inauguration of President Grant, the Senate
was presented with a bill to remove the political disabilities
of the Confederates, and at frequent intervals thereafter such
requests were made upon the senate floor.

At no time, however,

were they given any consideration nor did they have the approval
of any group or committee during the forty-first session of Con
gress*

In the Mouse the measure received its greatest attention

during that session.
Numerous petitions for pardon were piling up in the Senate
as they were in the House, and with this problem In mind. It was
proposed that a joint standing committee to consist of three
laosiben of the Senate and five of the house be appointed to coneider all propositions for the removal of political disabilities?^
To this the House did not agree, and eondeqpently the Senate
appointed a Senate committee to consider all question* relative
to the removal of disabilities.

In the forty-firet congress

2SCong. Globe, 4X#i.Cong., I s V seas.

p. 170#
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ttM8>e were epilated to this eeirsittee tn the Senate* Shoe* J#
beberteen* Chairweai T* »♦ oefcoraj Hannibal M l a |

?• ©* ilowej

A* ^ersmsKi and CNiorgge v iclcers* all Rejwfclieeae aaeopt viators*
During tiie ascend and third

m m

tea of this some ©entree*

petit Ians were presented in ever inereaetnc

wmtmm§

end «a

asntionsd before several theoeaad person* were relieved of their
disabilities*

Xu leoeeher, 1070* frontaall* Eepublican Senator

froo Illinois voiscd an opinion against this node of relieving
certain persons* as being entirely tea partisan and unsatisfac
tory*

Shis m m m , was after* applied to relieve disqualified

persons who had been elseted to office under disqualifications*
I w i a g the laatMtaak session of the forty-first Congress* while
such a bill was beSttg considered In the House* the demand for
action also reached the fenste* end upon

nwmmm

occasions dif

ferent tiOThors urged the Senate to consider a general msnw ty
act*
In isareh of 1371, during the first session of the fortysseendcongreea* Bebertson reperted from the M e e t Ceanittee

m

the removal of political disabilities* a bill "to rollers all
persons engaged in the rebellion from the disability loosed by
the fourteenth asMndnent of the constitution with certain eases**
tiona**06

It was tlse first action taken by a Senate ooeraittee

on this question* but It received no hearing*
The previous election had wrought little change la the

*%«8gs ©lobe*

’
£if aosc#*' p* 188*
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Senate* the Ieuocrats had gained seven seats, hut the Republican
membership remained about the same.

Hals was due to the read-

mission of the three southern states, ueorgla, S e m e and Missis
sippi*

The select committee on the removal of political disabil

ities was changed somewhat in the new Congress by the appointment
of several new members— Robertson refined Chairman*

Boreman,

A* Ames, M. C* uamilton, P* Clayton, Republicans, and Goo. Vlckere
and J* W* Stevenson, Democrats, made up the rest of the committee*
The Senate took up the matter only after the amnesty ques
tion threatened to become a party issue during the next political
campaign, and after President Grant, in his third annual message,
recommended amnesty legislation.

A few days after Grant’s mes

sage was received, Robertson brought again from the committee on
disabilities an asmssty bill.
reported as B* R. Mo* 330.^'

It was Hale's House bill 530, now
The bill had come from the Bouse in

the previous session and been retained In the Senate Committee.
By this act, the political disabilities imposed by the third
section of the fourteenth article of amendments to the Constitu
tion of the United States wore to be removed, with certain ex
ceptions, namely, all those who had held high military and civil
positions in the federal government and later aided the rebels.
Opposition to the measure crystallised almost immediately.
A strong group of Radicals led by Morton of Indiana, Carpenter
of Wisconsin, Buckingham of Connecticut and Edmunds of Vermont
^Cong. Globe, 42nd Cong., 2nd'' b

o s s

p. 27.

m

fought th© measure*

Robertson* lawyer, Trumbull* Schure, Alcorn*

and ::iany other© ably defended the bill#

Saratov* from ©very

coot Ion of the ration favored the aet#

Objection# to the bill

came also In the form of traon&aente that would completely dis
tort its provisions*

Ths Radicals particularly objected to it

on the grounds that it would qualify certain persons elected to
office in .tlorth Carolina who still labored under disabilities*
This so-called political trick the Radical© attempted to defeat*
and it beeemt a point of contention in the debatee*

With this

in alnd Senator Morton offered the following amendment*
"And provided further* that this act shall not be
construed to relate back to and validate the election
or appointment of any person to the position of Senator
or Representative in Congress, or to any office* civil
or military* under the United states* or under any state*
which person vac at the time of such election or appoint
ment ineligible to the position^to which he may have
been so sleeted or appointed*
The object of the amendment was to exclude any man who consented
to let himself be elected to an office in defiance of the four
teenth amendment*
In spite of the opposition by many of the Radicals* the bill
would likely have been passed before the holidays as was intended
had it not been for Sumer*e attempt to attach his supplementary
civil rights bill to the amnesty bill*

Sumer's Influence with

the Radicals was still a potent force* mid that he would succeed
in getting the support of a majority vote to attach this amend
ment was almost certain*
^Cong* Globe* 42nctTT5or£> *,,n‘irttf’aess#7 p# £40*
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Tmabull pleadlad with S u m e r and Morton to withdraw their
h«K$p«riag e n m & m n i s

bo

that amnesty might too granted before the

toolMayo, for as he ©aid on J cceraber 20, 1371, *?/* are near the
close of a year, and no r a w acceptable Christmas prooonfc could
toe extended to the eowtbsm people*"89

The following day various

parliamentary devices were applied to relieve the original bill
of r u m o r ’a amendment*

It was objected, to as toeing out of order

Inasmuch ae an enendaent retiring only a majority vote could not
toe attached to a bill requiring a tiro-third© vote*

This point

was overruled toy the chairman*
In the ocmittee ef the whole, Merten** amendment to exclude
anyone who consented to let himself toe sleeted to an office in
defiance of the fourteenth amendment was accepted toy a vote of
29 to 26. ^

In the same committee all other amendments as well

as Sumner*a Civil Rights amendment were voted down*

However,

r-uonor failed toy only one vote— the count toeing--ayes 29, nays
30.31
The sene day the Senate convened as in regular eeeeten
hoping to dispose of the amnesty question before the recess which
commenced that night, Decanter 21*

In the Senate Horten*» amend

ment was again agreed to by a vote of 29 to 26*®®
®%eng* Glotoo,
^Itold*, p* 276*
51Ibid., p* 274*
^ I b i d .* p* 278.

»es©«^’ p« 245*

After that,

m

Sumner one© more moved to attach his civil right© bill, which
prevented a vote that day, and the whole question lay over until
after the holidays*
Amnesty and civil rights beoane the principal lsaue before
the Senate in the new year, and the bill booozae the subject of a
protracted debate which continued alneat without inters lee Ion
until February 9, 1378*
Voting on numerous araendraents presented during tine course
of the debate began on February 4, and with few exception* all
were rejected*

Summer*s civil right* amendment wa* agreed to by

a vote of 29 to 20, Vie© President Colfax easting the deciding
vote*

Morrill of Vermont succeeded In attaching this excepting

clause t 9All persons w!w have been or shall be members of what
Is known as the Ktt Elux H a n or any organisation existing or
which m y exist for llks objects and purposes*hS3

Horton of

fered a further aaemfeent that those to be relieved must subscribe?
to an oath of affirmation to support the Constitution of the
United state* and bear true allegiance to the flag*
also agreed to*3^

this was

Because of the civil rights mmvGsmit both

measures were defeated February 0, 1078, by a vote of yeas 83,
nays lt*sr> A two-thirds majority not supporting it as provided
in the fourteenth amendment*
Olobe, dtfjtf'doac#’,'"Mi" aesc*, p* 980*

^ I b l d ** pp* 988-989*
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Anticipating defeat for t M i amnesty bill, the Bouse passed
another similar measure in January and forwarded it to the Senate.
To rid themselves of Sumner's civil rights amendment and. the
other encumbering amendments, Robertson, on January 31, proposed
to postpone all consideration of bill So. 330 for the more liberal
one, amnesty bill, H.R. Ho. 1050.30

This was, however, not agreed

to, and the bill He* 1050 remained on the table.
The crisis on the amnesty question came with the Liberal
Republican Convention at Cincinnati, May 1, 1372.

Here a large

faction of the Republican party announced in their platform the
demand for universal amnesty to the Confederates.
Senate took a more positive stand on amnesty.

At once the

On May 3, it was

moved to take up B.R. Ho* 1 0 6 0 . The bill was similar in text
to the previous one and had no hampering amendments.

After the

initial speech by Foreman in defense of the measure, Sumner onco
more moved to attach his supplementary civil rights amendment.
In fact the amendment was in the form of a substitute, which aimed
to replace the amnesty bill with the civil rights bill.
failed to do by a vote of 27 to 23.58

This he

In the regular order the

civil rights amendment was attached by the Vice-President casting
the deciding vote.

Morton also succeeded in attaching his Eu

Klux clause:
®®0o«g. Globe, 42jiq 'Song., ’£rud sess.7 pp* 726-731.
37Ibid., p. 3179.
30Ibid., P* 3263.
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”That he io not and has not boon at any time within
two years preceding the passage of this act, a member
of either of the organ!sat lone commonly known by the
names of the *Invisible Smpire of America, * the 'White
Brotherhood,* or the *Constitutional Union Guard,* res
pectively, m r of any branch of tlio organisation com
monly known as the 'Ku Klux Klan* *”59
Another amendment offered by Bdmuncls, Vermont, to exclude
specifically all Congressmen of the thirty-sixth and thirtyseventh Congress who had taken part or aided the rebellion was
also accepted*40

This amendment was offered because several

senators of those Congresses had remained in Congress until the
expiration of their terms, March 4, 1361, but thereafter took
part in the rebellion.

According to the interpretation of the

original bill only those who withdrew and aided the rebels were
excluded*
With these amendments the amnesty bill was brought to a vote
on May 9, and failed to get a two-thirds vote.43Four days later the house passed a third amnesty bill, (H.R*
Ho* 2761,) and the same day it was read in the Senate*

Hie fol

lowing day it was read twice by its title and placed on the cal
ender*

A week later In the absence of Sumner and many of M s

cohorts, the amnesty bill was brought up after an all-nightsJ
session as related in the previous chapter*

It was a bill much

simpler, than any of the previous similar measures;
39Cong*

lobe, 42^'Tkmg*,~

40Ibld., p. 3269*
p-

ss™-

’swii»,

p* 926*

Senator Hill from Georgia stated that the legislature of M s
state voted for amnesty with nineteen out of twenty colored rep
resentatives favoring it.

Others remarked that the colored

people in general desired all the Confederates reinstated* while
some assumed that the Republican party in general m s pledged to
it*

Senator Thurman s u m e d up many of the affirmative arguBssnts

based on the first premise m e n he stated* "All southern senators
wanted amnesty for the last two years* the eesnlttese of Congress
sent south recommend it* the ^resident reoomen&s it* the frees
recommend* it* the House of Representatives coming from the people
more lately than we want it* and the people want it as Is Shown
by their express Ion in coiwontions* **4S
Second* it was maintained that to grant amnesty was m
of sound, public policy*

act

By this act i w m w u y and good fooling

would be established throughout the nation*

It would remove in

the South* the cause for venation, and pretext for complaints,
and consequently remove all excuse for the violation of laws.
Third, the bill should be passed as an act of Justice to
the south*

The disability system has brought about a disgraceful

situation in the south, and this bill would again qualify able
and talented men for the offices in that section*

A general am

nesty measure will do Justice to all* previously the unworthy
wore pardoned, while the talented, but proud, refused to ask for
pardon.
*®Oong* Globe, 4SSSST^mi*i''SSf m m *7 p* 036*
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other minor argument© pretented were that amnesty would
benefit the ftepubltean party*

By removing the objectionable and

oppressive law the Bepubllean party would be strengthened*

Xt

m e also argued in the Senate that thee# m m had committed no
wrong* they had robolod under the conviction that they were right
and acted with fidelity to their conscience*
Senator Carl Sahara* In a speech, to the Senate* ably justifled the wisdom of this measure from a broad nonpartisan point of
view* and M e argument wae aa follows i The aouthern governments
have fallen into the hand© of rascal© by disfranchising the bet*
ter class* and leaving the colored m n to message the government*
Penal legislation In the south Is unsuccessful* in fact* it was
no longer good policy to punish* but to perfect harmony* and the
only way the Sorth could aid the South materially was to disarm
their prejudices and restore harmony by ceasing to plunder them*
Usabilities would not prevent the present Ku Klux outrages*^6
Only a mmXl group of senators attempted to justify the con
tinuance of the disability law* and their arguments are of in
terest only in so far as they reveal the basis for the law*
Their m i n contention was that the rebels had committed treason*
and for treason there should be some privations which shall be
regarded as a clear and distinct mark of condemnation resting
Upon the most guilty* and be a warning against a repetition of
the crime*

As one aMuber stated it* **To grant universal amnesty

**Ceng« Slobs, 43a<f dong**' rM

.seea**' pp. 000-705.

01
Is a violation of the spirit of tho fourteenth amendment*

If

you grant amnesty to the authors of the rebellion, you cannot
convince the children twenty years hence that there was anything
wrong with the rebellion.
Another Senator visioned grave consequences should amnesty
be granted*

The next step he predieted would be to pension the

rebel soldiers, then to pay the rebels for their property taken
by our armies, and pay them for their slaves, and to assume their
debts#
A fear was also expressed that the removal of disabilities
might return to Congress such men as Jefferson Davis, Brockenridge, Toombs and Stephens*

Still another saw in it only a

scheme by which the Democratic party would re-enforce itself In
the south*

47Cong# Globe, 42ns Cong.,' sSWi sesa*,' p, 622#
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CBAFTS3R III
th* w m w om m a u r n

Three-fourths of the atafcoe having ratified t o fifteenth
asaendaiant* it was proelatood part of the Constitution of t o
Uni tod States

or

aareis. so# 1070*

'to President considered tint

ttnoas\sr© asking four aillion voters who war© not eligible to
Soeott© so* « • «a aosjruro of grander toportam© than any otbex*
one act of the kind fron th© foundation of our fro# government
to the present day*'1-1However* t o ser© passage of constitutional aa«nd»*nt# by
th© radical Republicans did not bring equality to all non# n o r .
did it indicate ©very colored mxi otherwise qualified would be
able to cast M s vote unrestricted*

Tbs Republican® through

their disfr*toht»«ent of t o ex~eonfederates and. their ©nfrsneMoomont of the ex-slave had ably bolstered their party in the
South*

t o t of the offices and civil positions had fallen into

t o hands of carpet-baggers* scalawags* and negroes in t o
southern, states* which condition was objected to by the writes*
To regain some of their prestige and political control* the
southern whites

mam

to rely on their- secret organisations# such

m t o Ku Ilux Klan, invisible league* and others of a stoiler
nature*

At first the marabers of these organisations would travel

about to disguise and take advantage of t o superstitious nature
Richardson,
p* 4UO0*

v<* * *%$
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or negroes*

By repreeenting themselves an the ghosts of the

dead ©*-Confed*refee soldiers, the raiders would warn the negroes
against participation in mtblic affairs, and voting the Republican
ticket*

Sosa* however* they began to us© ssore violent methods to

achieve their ends*

Outrages and hideous crises committed by

theta become emm on-place occurrences in the couth*

The organisa

tions took on a military aspect* and included in their aestoerehtp
many ex-Confederate soldiers as well as a large lawless element
Which worked under the secret shroud of the clan to commit deeds
of violence*

Thm offenders were seldom brought to Justice*

States controlled by the Republican party enacted stringent
laws designed to suppress the la KXux Sian organisation*

In Ala*

bans, Arkansas* north Carolina* South Carolina* Mississippi* and
Tennessee* such laws were enacted* but they seemed to be of little
tew .arrests took place and aJUsost m

effect*
recorded*

convictions were

The radical editors in all parts of the nation* de

nounced in exaggerated terms these conditions* while the politi
cians' saw in it the excuse for more oppressive southern legisla
tion*

In spite of Republican dominance the Conservatives carried

Louisiana in the election of 1863 and the following year Tennessee*
and in the spring of 1870 it appeared north Carolina and Alabama
would be lost likewise*
sult*

Congressional action was to bo the re
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;von before th© fifteenth aaenteent was proclaimed as adop
ted, Bingham from Ohio introduced a bill (H#fU ifo# 1293) in
tended ”to enforce the rights of the eltlaene of the United
State© to vote in the several states she have hitherto been
denied that right, on account of rcco, color, or previous con
dition of servitude#®8

The bill was read twice, ordered printed,

and referred to the Commit too on the Judiciary, February 21, 1070#
Ho action was taken on this bill until after the announce*
nant of the ratification of the fifteenth amendment*

On May 16,

1870, Bingham, under instructions of the Coanittee on the Judici
ary, reported and put on its passage with an amendment In the
nature of a substitute, bill llo* 1293*

as explained by Bingham,

rtthe object of the bill is to enforce the legal right of the
oitlsene of the United States to vote in the several states of
this Union, a right which is definitely denied in ray own state
and in others. In direct contravention of the express letter of
the Constitution of th# United States*”’5
The bill was so manipulated in the House that no discussion
or amendments were permitted#

Immediately the vote was taken on

the MgHKtalon of the rules and Hus passage of th* bill and it
carried by a vote of 131 to 44, S3 not voting#4
% o n g # Globe, 41eT~T^*g#',"
8Ibld** p* 3603*
4Ibld*
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sese*,'n"Jp# 1439*
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Virginia voted with the Beancrafes to oppose the M i l ,

while Hhltnere, a berioerat from Texas, favored it.

In every

section, bat the far west, the radical votes in the -louse greatly
outnumbered those of the Democrats,
Almost a month prior to the passage of an enforcement bill
by the Bouse, the Senate was occupied with a similar measure*
On April 19, 1970, Edmunds asked nzumimm consent to introduce
a bill, without notice, in the senate to enforce the fifteenth
amendment to the Constitution of the United States#

The bill

m s read twice and referred to the Comities on the- Judiciary*
A week later Stewart reported back from this eomaittee, Senate
bill !lo* 310 with an amendment in the nature of a substitute and
it was placed on the calender#

He action or discussion followed

on this proposed measure until May Id, the suae day that a
similar bill was -passed in the House*.

On that day, by special

order, the Senate considered S# bill Ho, 310#

Stewart of Bevade

had charge of the act and urged its imedlate passage with
several amendmente attached#

The bill wae at once attacked by

the minority members whose chief spokesmen were Tburnea, Vickers,
« d Sawyer
The following day it m s announced in the deneto that the
Bouse bad passed bill lo* 1893 to enforce the rights of citisens
in the United States to vote in the several states*

This House

bill was read twice by title that day, and taken up by tbs Senate
^ong# Olobe, 41si bong.,,'M ' » w s » , r'p# 5430,
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In place of the Senate measure*

Few* several days toe question

was debated In the Senate in toe Committee of toe ihole*6
Stewart and many of the radicals opposed toe House measure as
being not Inclusive enough, because It set up no machinery to
prevent outsiders fro® Interfacing with the registration of
voters which had become a r o o m practice*

Stewart moved that

the original Senate bill be substituted for toe uouse measure*7
The substitute was mush longer and more Inclusive than the house
measure*

Stewart, a member of toe Judiciary C«p&ttee stated

that the main purpose of this act was as follows:
•in the first place It makes it toe duty of all
officers charged with doing any act which is a pre
requisite to voting to furnish to all sen, without
distinction of color, an equal opportunity of' per
forming it* If a person is otherwise qualified to
vote, and attempt* to qualify himself by registering
or paying taxes, performing the acts required, and he
falls by reason of' being unlawfully prevented, then he
shall go to the polls to vote. If any person Intimi
date him while he 1® attempting to qualify himself by
the prerequisite, or by any other unlawful means at
tempt to prevent hi© .from performing that prerequisite,
or If any person shall prevent him unlawfully from
voting by threats or by any other mode of obstruction,
then that person shall be guilty of offense* It also
provides that the candidate who is entitled to his of
fice by reason of the refusal of boards of oanvasssre,
or otherwise, to count the colored vote, nay have his
action to obtain possession of his office*”9
fhe Senate divided on the merits of too two bills and in a
prolonged debate they wore carefully discussed, while the minority
Gcong* Olobe, -ileFTongTi.'&dfsees*V ’"1p# 35®9.
7Ibid*, p* 3661.
°Ibld.
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group denounced both bills as unnecessary at this time and en
tirely out of tbs scope of Federal authority*

Febate continued

on this question during sn all-night session of May SO*

Tbs

radicals desired to pass the measure with the several amendments
that had been offered during the sears* of tbs debate*

Thurman

in opposition held the floor of the Senate all night* and all
notions to adjourn the Senate* refer the bill to the Oonatttae*
or lay It on tbs table wars rejected by the majority*

In tb*

morning of the twenty-first, Tbsaman relinquished the floor and
at once the amended House bill Ho* 1205 was passed by a vote of
45 to 8*9

Feeder of Tennessee was the only Republican to join

the Democrat® in opposition*
To this substitution measure the iieuse ndn-eoneurred and
requested a conference*

Bingham* Bavia, and Kerr from the House,

and Stewart, attaronds* and Stockton from the senate were appointed
as referees*
At the conference several Important changes in the bill were
*i

agreed upon* and several new provisions added*

Bingham reported

that* In addition to the Bouse provisions the Senate amendments
contained various provisions for the enforcement of certain
sections of the fourteenth article of the amendment to the Con
stitution*

It authorised the President of the United States to

employ the army and navy and the militia* at his discretion in
elections*

And also regulated the imposition of taxes upon

^Cong# Globe, d l s O o n g * , .Sfiitf~iss*r“

p* 5670*

m

is®sig**nb* by the legislature of the respeetive states#

A fur*

Itwr provision gave Jurisdiction to the district and circuit
courts of the United State# concurrently with the State courts,
in all contested elections, oar© ©lection of m o t o r s of Congress
and ©lections of member# of the State legislatures#

In addition

to this there were added three sections designed to prevent
fraudulent registration at all elections in the United States at
which Federal officers shall be voted for, and also to prevent
fraudulent voting at euoh elections* .the provision about the
^resident's power to Interfere in electlorn was struck out* and
a clause inserted in its stead as followst “that tins President
of the United States may employ the military force, so far as
©ay be necessary, to execute the Judicial proceee authorised by
the proposed act."

the section about tes&grante was only changed

to give then equal protection of the laws*10

It provided further

that if a person goes to the poll® and fraudulently votes or
offers to vote a whole ticket, the burden of proof shall not be
on the government to prove that in that tiekot the names of a
rasaber of Congress was contained, it is presumed candidate# for
Federal offices were therein*

Another section provided that if

persons offering themselves to vote were denied th© ballot by
reason of color,, the defeated candidate who would have received
thee® votes could claim the office for which he was defeated#11
The minority group contended that the conference ©omltte©
i0:;ong# Slob©, 41s!.iKwig*T
,"'Hi' 'sees#p# 3871#
11Ibid., p. 3752.
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had eseeeded its authority by adding matter that was not germane*
To these objections tho radicals paid little hood*

Stewart re**

posted that the bill be approved at once since on the day after
tomorrow Virginia was to have an election#

The conference re

port was agreed to by a vote of 43 to 11 that day# Hay 3©#*8
In the House a debate ensued over the general merits of the
measure*

After a two and one-half hour discuss ion, the conference

report was also agreed to* 189 to 8S.13

The first enforcement

act received the approval of the President* May SI, 1370.

The force bill was vigorously opposed by the minority in
both Bouses*

In the Senate* the objections were* First* that if

the fifteenth amendment was part of the Constitution, this set
was wholly unnecessary*

For If it la neeeesary to pass legisla

tion to enforce the fifteenth amendment* it would likewise be
necessary to enact such legislation for the other amendments*
The safest w«y to enforce* the fifteenth amendment is to leave it
to the states*

Second* this bill is an Invasion of sfcates-rights,

since it destroys all state machinery for elections* and under
takes to Impose by aet of Congress duties upon officers of a
state derived from the state*

fiany of its provisions were held

as dangerous because it put# a premium on per jury and offers
**Cwag* ©lobe, 41 at"''^on-#,’"SrsT b o s s *7 p* 8303*
lslbid** p* 8334*

7%

ekirta of the Republican party In the South*1,14 And the reason
why the trial of offenses la relegated to tho district ©ourta ia
because these ^udgo© arc sore pliant and .partisan to tho Republi
cans*
In rebuttal, the majority loaders pointed, out that tha la*
was necessary because of the violation of tho rights of tho
colored rest in may states.

Further, it *111 enforce tho provi-

aiona of the fifteenth «©wta©nt as *ell aa one previa ton of the
fourteenth amendment.

And, alao, that the law will conaerve the

integrity and purity of the election of the meribsrs of this House
and the la* will do no h a m to anyone If m

wrong ia done*

TTInfitmn in closing the debate stated, *The sum total of the
outcry against this hill la that by it the equal rights of the
people of this 'Country are to to enforced for the first tine in
the history of the Republic by a national statute and by the
whole power of the Union and of all the people of all the States.

M a a t e

M i &t . M a m m
H. B* Ifo. 2634

The act passed May 31, 1370, to enforce the fifteenth amendneat to the Constitution of the United state® and guarantee the
purity of the ballot did not work to the advantage of the Repub
lican party as intended*

in spite of the law the Democrat® made

decided gains in the 1370 election, reducing the Republican
^Cong* Ctlofee, 41st don/’.* "asd' seaa*, p* 5372*

mdb$ sgated*
While in a rcsor©

sees** pm

leas* iaare tools m d ©laves of Congress#

delivering than m ® r to the Federal
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petition the marshal of the district to appoint special deputies
who shall assist the supervisors of ©lection.

This provision

m e directed mainly at the city of lew York whore fraud and cor
ruption had aecoajpanled previous ©lootlone.
the Senate Judiciary Conalttee reported favorably the B e u e
hill Ho. SS34 and on February 24, the Senate, In the Ocmm&ttee
of the Whole, proceeded to oonslder it.

All tine for debate was

granted to the minority, Truafcull, a Liberal, joining the Demo
crats in denunciation of the measure.

The opposition maintained

that the ..teasure was obnoxious in every respect and without
proper constitutional authority.

Also as granting excessive

power to individual men who could easily be controlled by polit
ical bosses.

All efforts to amend the bill failed*

Finally

late at night the minority members ceased their discussion and
the bill was reported to the Senate without changes, read a third
time, and agreed to by a vote of 39 to ID.19

February 83, 1371,

the bill was signed by President Grant*
Act to Bnfifitipe# the Fourteenth Amendment
8. S, So. 380
The forty-second Congress met immediately after the adjourn
ment of the old one, and almost at once the Senate and [louse ad
opted a resolution authorising the appointment of a joint com
mittee whoso duty it m s to inquire into the condition of the
190eng. Globe,

’Sri sees*7 P* 1003*
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The bill sub first drafted consisted of six section© having
the following purpose*
Sac* 1

2© d«fin© fell® right* secured by the Constltufelon of the united States when they are as*
sailed by any ©feat® law or under color of any
©tat© law.

See. 8

To provide for fell® punishment of eonspiraoiee.

Bee. 3

To answer the ^resident, whan states fail, feo
put down lneurreotlons, repress tumults and fils*
orders, and band violators of the law over to
Justice#

See# 4

To provide that when these unlawful conspiracies
and combinations shall have proceeded to that
extreme extent as really to become general in
state and powerful enough fee overthrow the state
authorities, then it shall be treated as a re*
bell Ion, and the President shall have power to
suspend the act of habeas corpus#

See* ft To provide that this law will repeal no former
lew*
See. 6

To provide for an inquiry into the character and
conduct of persons who may bo s\a»»»ed to sit on
Juries in cases arising under the provision of
this act#**2

The main purpose of the measure as indicated by the radicals
was to break up the Ku duos Xian in the South, particularly in
north Carolina*
serious.

Here recent outbreaks of violence had been saoet

Stoughton stated that the evidence taken before the

Senate Committee in relation to the outrage©, lawlessness, and
violence in Berth Carolina established the fallowing propositions:
first, that the Su H u s organisation exists throughout the state,
has a political purpose, and is composed of the ©ambers of the
**fce»g# Globe, 4 8 n T ® i r , 1 si »ela*7 p* ftftft*
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Pemeeraiie or Conservative party*

Second# that this organisation

has nought to carry out Its purposes fey Biurders# whippings# in
timidation, and viol one® against it® opponents*

Third# that it

not only bind® it# member# to execute decree# of crime# but protee t# the® against con®lotion and punishment# first by disguises
and secrecy# and second# by perjury# If necessary# upon the wit
ness stand and in tbs jury box#

Fourth# that of all the offenders

In this order# which has established a reign of terrorism and
bloodshed throughout the state# not one has yet been convicted*23
Whcli charger .added that there is in the South ®a banded
conspiracy in one-third of the states of trained veteran soldiers#
arsed* treasonous, implacable# and in masher®, probably 300,000
and their dead victims already tens of thousands*24

Butler and

his supporters dwelt fully on the deeds of violence committed by
Kh Klux Klsa as disclosed by the investigating eomittoe.
In rebuttal the minority again denounced the whole radical
program of interfering in southern affairs as an invasion of
their Statss-rights and personal liberties, destroying state
governments and local tribunals*

They held that the bill was In

expedient, because outrages were grossly exaggerated*
all# It was declared to be a partisan scheme*

hast of

the tariff indus

tries of the north have forced this legislation to beep the Bepublleans in the ascendancy to put through high tariffs*
23Cong* Globe, 4SS3T'^oiii7,'~IlFse*s #7 P* #88*
^ X b l d *# p* 813.

the
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measure will divert public attention from the iniquities of ttW
tepuMlaan party, and at the ion* tin# keep thorn in 'power.
After a prolonged debate the hill was passed with several
aaendsaents on April 6, 1371, by a vote of 113 to f U ® &

Only one

X t p M k i M m opposed the bill, and the increased opposition was
d m to the larger benoeratie representation in the House, fro®
all sect lorn of the nation*
In the Senate the Comities of the Judiciary reported the
house bill Mo* 380 favorably with m xm a m n t a m t s , and on April
11, the a s s u r e was taken up for consideration In the upper
ehao&er*

jHnamfle explained that the purpose of the amendments

offered by the Judiciary Couelttee w e *To wake the bill, within
its present constitutional scope and within the scope of It*
expediency also, so perfect that It would stand tfee test of a
criminal inquiry la the courts of Justice, and to embrace within
Its reach some of the objects which se«a to have been accident*
ally omitted, in the preparation of it in the lease of Represents*
tlves***®®
frui§bull, Tburwen, Stockton, and others of the minority
again opposed, the bill..*

They based their argument® upon legal

and constitutional ground®', contending that when the Constitution
was framed, the ganrevnaant of the baited States ms. formed for
national and general .purpose®, and the rights of individual® was
*®0ong# Glob®, 4Sj^ Cong.,' 1st eesa., p» i®8*
g6Ibid** p* 366*
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present odminletration and the Bepjbliean party that euatalne

of their oondesmtion at the next presidential election, of the

further oppreae the eouthora etaiea and prevent a fair axpreaelea

3X

sayings *Z oppose granting of powers for the continuation of
political parties*n

-severthelees, th® bill with anendnonts

passed tbs Senate on April 14*

Several Liberal a including Seburs

and Trumbull voted again©t ttt*®
The House non-ooneurred on several of the Senate ajaendiaente*
Particular objection was m d © to the habeas corpus clause, the

r n m m m asaendaent and the saendtaent about the t©et~oaih to jurors*
■She Bouse bill provided that the act relating to the suspension
of the habeas corpus continue in force until the first day in
Jim©, 1372.

fine the Senate struck out and inserted in lieu

thereof that the provision of that section shall not be in force
after the end of the neat regular session of Congress*
ft** StMMPMn efflsndaent was rejected 43 to 132*

It provided

that i
"If any building shall be demolished by persons
riotously aiSSrtbledj or if any person suffers injury by
persons riotously cesessbled, and if' such offense was
eesnlttsd to deprive any person of any right conferred
upon him by the Constitution and laws of the United
states* or to deter him or punish him for exerelslng any .
such right, or by reason of his race, color, or previous
condition of servitude, in such ease the inhabitants of
the country, city, or parish in which such offense shall
be ©omitted shall be liable to pay full compensation to
the person, if living, or to legal representatives if
dead*"®9
Th© Senate would not recede from Its amendments to the bill,
and a conference m s agreed upon*

Sdaands and Shollebarger

®®dO®g# Globe, 42nd,’,d‘
d W^♦7 '?^"Vc¥cV7 p* 709#
^ I b l d * . p# 704.
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hmitod the £ « m t e and House conferees respectively*
At this ©oMersnc® the Worn* nes&er receded on meet of the
disagreement®, except on Shorfimn* a amomteont which m i modified.
To this conference report the Sonata agreed
32 to 16*

fey a

vote of

In the Boms#, howoven, Bingham and, ether Kepubl leans

vigorously objected to the J&OKman »@ndMBat w a n in It® Modified
for®*

Bingham said* *x want to know where Is the authority for

making a state corporation* an integral part of the state# a
county* responsible In a court of tii® United Stats# for damages
without limit* for the destruction of the Ilf# of a eltlscn by
r l o t f 30

the conference report was rejected, 74 to 106*

A second conference centalttee eliminated the most objection*
able feature# of the Sherman esnenftnent# retaining the provision
covering *11 caaoe of destruction of property or life* and pro*
riding also that those persona ate© had Itnowledge of the wrongs
conspired to be done#

and had

It

in

their power to prevent the

same, such person or persons shall be liable to the person injured
or to M s legal representatives*8*
This second report was accepted by the house# 93 to 74*

In

the Senate* 36 to 13*

April 20* 1371* the third

foreemeut act eotsnonly known as the $& a m

^ Xbld*

last ®n*

law was signed fey

President brant and became law*

3°Ccmg. oiofee* 423'Ten^^

and

and

p* 798*
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guaner1* Civil Rlithf /aasndEttmt
fee* 1 *fbat all citieenis 0 # the United States
without distinction of race, color# or previous condi
tion of servitude# ere entitled to the egoal end impar
tial enjoyment of any aeeararaodation* advantage* facil
ity# or privilege furnished by common carriers, whether
on land or waterj by im-keepero; by licensed owners,
aanagere# or lessees of theaters or other places of
public esueesjanti by trustee®, commissioners* superin
tendents# teachers or other officers of c o m ® schools
or other public institutions of learning, the sm m
being supported or authorised by law} by trustees or
officers of church organisations, cemetery associations,
and benevolent institutions incorporated toy national or
State authority} sad this right shall sot be denied or
abridged on any pretense of race, color or previous
condition of servitude*
Sec., 2 "That any person violating the foregoing
■provision, or aiding in its violation, or lilting
thereto# shall for every such offense forfeit and pay
th# m m of m m to the person aggrieved thereby, to be
recovered in m action on the ease with full costs and
such allowance t m counsel fees as the court Shell deem
just, and shall also for every each offense toe doomed
guilty of a misdemeanor* and m m eexsvition thereof
shell be fined not less than $§QQ m m m m than #1*000*
and Shell toe imprisoned not less than thirty days* nor
m m than one year} end any corporation* association,
or individual holding a charter or license under na
tional or State authority violating the aforesaid pro
vision* shall* upon conviction thereof* forfeit such
charter or license? -and any person assuming to use or
continuing to act tinder such, charter or license thus
forfeited* or aiding in the suae* or imltlng thereto*
shall* upon conviction thereof* be deemed guilty of a
laiedenieanor* .and Shell toe fined net lees than #,*-000
nor m m than tBftOO* and shall too p r i s o n e d not lees
tolas three m r m m than seven yeersf « M both the
corporate and joint property of -such corporation or
association, and the private property of the several
individuals composing the same* shall toe held liable
for the forfeitures* fine#* and penalties incurred toy
any violation of the first section of tele act*
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See* 5 “Halt the seme jurisdiction and powers
arc hereby conferred, and the same duties enjoined
upon, the courts and officers of the United states, in
the execution of this act, as are conferred and mijoined
upon such courts and officers in sections three, four#
fire, seven# and ten of any act entitled *An act to
protect all persons in the United State* in their civil
rights, and to furnish the means of their vindication*,
passed April 9, 1866, and these sections are hereby
made a part of this actj mid any of the aforesaid of*
fleers falling to institute and prosecute such pro*
ccodings herein required shall for every such offense
forfeit and pay the sun of #600 to the person aggrieved
thereby, to be recovered by an action on the case with
full costs and such allowance for counsel foes as the
court shall deem just, and shall on conviction, thereof
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be fined not lees
than $1,000 nor more than. |b,O0O#
£ec. 4 "That no person shall be disqualified for
service as juror in any court, national or State, by
reason of race, color or previous condition of servi
tude! provided, That such person possesses ell other
qualifications' which are by law prescribed# end any
officer or other persons charged with any duty in the
selection or summoning of jurors# who shall exclude or
fail to airaon any person for the reason above named,
shall, on conviction thereof, be deemed guilty of a mis
demeanor, and be fined not lees than #1,000 nor more
then $6#000*
See# 6 "That every law, statute, ordinance, regu
lation or custom, whether national or State, inconsist
ent with this act, or making any discriminations against
any person on account of color, by the use of the word
*white *# is hereby repealed and annulled#
Sec# 6 "That it shall be the duty of the judges
of the several courts upon which jurisdiction is hereby
conferred, to give this act in charge to the grand jury
of their respective court at the commencement of each
tern thereof#*1
Just before the final vote was called on this amendment
Sumner rose to perfect the bill by changing the first section
^-Cong# Globe, car^lSong#,''find" ee#s7,rTp# £44

after line eleven to read*
"That there shall he no distinction by trustees,
commissioners, superintendents, teachers, or other of
ficers of common schools, and other public Institutions
of learning the same being supported by monev derived
from general taxation or authorised by law.
Second Civil Eights Act
Mareh 1, 1876
"Whereas, it is essential to Just government wo
recognise the equality of all men before the law, and
hold that it is the duty of government in its dealings
with the people to met© out equal and exact Justice
to all, of whatever nativity, race, color, or persua
sion, religious or political} and it being the appro
priate object of legislation to enact great fundamental
principles into laws Therefore,
"Be it enacted. • * .That all parsons within the
Jurisdiction of the United States shall be entitled to
the full and equal enjoyment of the accommodations,
advantages, facilities, and privileges of inns, public
conveyances on land or water, theaters, and other
places of public amusement; subject only to the condi
tions and limitations established by law, and appli
cable alike to citizens of every race and color,
regardless of any previous condition of servitude.
Sec# 2 "That any person who shall violate the
foregolog section by denying to any citizen, except
for reasons by law applicable to citizens of ©very
race and color, and regardless of any previous condi
tion of servitude, the full enjoyment of any of the
accommodations, advantages, facilities, or privileges
in said section enumerated, or by aiding or inciting
such denial, shall, for every such offense, forfeit
and pay the sum of £500 to the person aggrieved thereby,
to be recovered in an action of debt, with full costs;
and shall also, for every such offense, be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
fined not less than £'-500 nor more than #1,000, or shall
be Imprisoned not less than thirty days nor more than
one year. • • •
®Cong* Globe,.4&o& $ong*y 2nd sees#, p* 274.
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Sec. 3 wTl»t the district and circuit court® of
the United States s'oall have, exclusively of the courts
of the several States, cognisance of all crimes and of*
fences against* and violations of, the provision* of
this act* * • •
Sec* 4 "that no citlxen possessing all other
qual ifieat ions which are or m y he prescribed by law
shall be disqualified for service as grand or petit
Juror in any court of the United states, or of any
State, on account of race, color, or previous condi
tion of servitude} and any officer or other person
charged with any duty In the selection or mmztoi\iw: of
Jurors Who shall exclude or fail to s m n t m any citizen
for the cause aforesaid shall, on conviction thereof,
he deeraed .guilty of a x&sdsasa&er, and be fined not
m r e than *3,000.”®

msis. m * ? M z m u .
H, B. Mo. 390
"An act for the removal of legal and political
disabilities loosed by the third section of the four
teenth article of oraendiacmts to the Constitution of
the United States, on persons therein mentioned b e c a m e
of their having engaged-in insurrection or rebellion
against the United States, or given aid or comfort to
tlae enemies thereof, with the following clauses, namely,
first, ustabera of the Congress of the united tatos who
withdrew therefrom aided the rebellion} second, officers
of the Army or Uavy of the United State® who, being
above the age of twonty-one year®, left said array or
navy and aided the rebellion} third, members of State
conventions Which adopted pretended ordinance of seces
sion who voted for the adoption of such ordinances.
Sec. 8 "Before any person is to be entitled to
the benefit of the aot he shall, within the district
where he resides, before a clerk of some court of the
United states or a United states commissioner take and
subscribe an oath or affirmation to support the Con
stitution of the United states and to bear true alle
giance to the Caine, which oath or affirmation is to bo
forwarded by the officer to the Secretary of State of
pp* 368-366.

Sssmmfe&i ,laiaMnl t e a t la» H t & * »

tli© United States# who shall cause © H a t of ©11 M n o s i
complying with the provision of th* act to bo laid fee*
for© Congress at the opening of each session thereof;
and th© officer before whom smell oath or affirmation 1©
tmdo is to give tbs person taking it a ecrtlficafco of
th© feet under ©uoh fora© and yregulations as th© Secre
tary of state may presarlbe."*
Hale-a teaeatar pill
House bill So. 1050
*BS it enacted by the Senate and news# of Bepresentatlves of the United states of America in Congress
assoK&Xet!* Th*t all legal and political disabilities
Imposed by th# third section of th© fourteenth article
of am tnftnent* to the Constitution of the United States#
on persons therein mentioned# because of their having
engaged in Insurrection or rebellion against the United
States# or given aid or comfort to the enemies- thereof,
be# and the same are hereby# removeds
“Provided# Shat this act shall not apply to# or in
any say affect or remove# the disability of any person
included in either of the following classes# namely*
•First# members of Congress of the United States
who withdrew therefrom and aided the rebellion!
*®eeend# officer® of the Army or navy of the
United state® who# being above the age of twenty-one
years# left said ansy or navy and aided the rebellion.
see. 2 “That before any person shall be entitled
to t o benefit of this act, he shall# within t o dis
trict where he resides# before a clerk of some court of
the United States# or a United. States Commissioner#
take and- subscribe an oath or affirmation to support
the Constitution of the United States and to bear* true
faith and allegiance to t o earn#} which oath or affir
mation shall fee forwarded fey said officer to the Secre
tary of State of the United States, t o shall cause a
list of all persons complying with the provisions of
this act to be laid before Congress at t o opening of
each session thereofj and the officer before whom such
4Conc* Globe#r"$SKtr"I!o^##*"flK3T©os©•# p. 257*

oath or affirmation is nods shall give to the person
taking it a certificate of the fact# under m m £&vm
and regulation* ae the Secretary of state shall pro**

5cong« GioWT'lS&d 'XSft8r*i!.#3f 'M m * * p* siao.
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